
Dear All

At the end of July, Acacia School had a Science Fair.  Many projects which the children had been doing were showcased 
for their loving parents to see.  The day was also turned into a fun day for the children with face-painting, games and, in 
the above photo, a teacher having soggy tea towels thrown at him ... which proved to be very popular ...  

Litter

A Livingstone resident posted on Facebook a photograph of  
litter dumped near Nsongwe, in Mukuni area, with a comment 
that he cannot understand how people can do this.  This is 
nothing new; we have seen such dumps all over Livingstone.  

What surprised me was a comment under the post which 
read: Mind your business my friend …   

LIVINGSTONE

Gone Fishing ...

It is a good time for recreational fishing right now.  
Livingstonians often go to Mambova or Mwandi to spend a 
weekend on the Zambezi River.  This past weekend a group 
went to Mwandi and were a bit shocked.  The river has 
started to go down and has revealed masses of abandoned 
nets all along the river banks.  These nets are even catching 
unwary birds.  And, to add insult to injury this group of 
fishermen said that the fishing was terrible and they caught 
very little.    

This area of the Zambezi is an important stretch of the river 
because it has large reedbeds which are a haven for fish to breed.   Opposite Mwandi is the Sikunga Conservancy in 
Namibia.  They run patrols along the river to find fish poachers.  They have proved to be successful in stopping much of 
the fish poaching during the year.  Sadly too, one of their guards was killed by a Zambian last year during a tussle.  

The fishing ban runs between December-February.  If this ban is enforced there should be plenty of fish for everyone.  
Maybe Zambia should work with its counterparts in Namibia to patrol the river.  

ZAMBIA



On 17 August, a new exhibition based on over 20 years of research into our local waterbirds will open to the public at the 
Livingstone Museum.

As such, it will showcase a small part — there are over 500 species of birds to be found in the Livingstone area alone — 
of Zambia’s under-appreciated birding proposition and hopefully help to get the word out more widely to the global birding 
community.

The exhibition, which will run until mid-November before going on the road to museums around the country.

Its opening will be the first of three birding-related events in the next few weeks:

2018’s second waterbird count, also organised by the Museum, due to start in late August,
Our region’s second participation in TheCornellLabs’ Global Big Day and,

On 6 October looking to beat our May count of 277 species. 

For details of how to take part please contact, respectively, Maggie Mwale at the Museum (097 872 8229) and Alastair 
Newton who, with top birder Yakov Sabag, administers our local Birds of Interest WhatsApp group (096 809 5230).



Zoo Atlanta makes commitment to elephant 
conservation
Albany Herald

In a substantial commitment to wildlife conservation, 
Zoo Atlanta announced recently a new partnership with Conservation South Luangwa to protect African elephants and 
other species impacted by wildlife trafficking and human-wildlife conflict. The partnership represents a significant step 
toward a goal of increased leadership in African elephant conservation for Zoo Atlanta. ...
“African elephants and the many other species now in decline can only survive with a multifaceted approach to 
conservation through programs which can succeed and remain sustainable over the long-term. Zoo Atlanta is thrilled 
to partner with Conservation South Luangwa on efforts that are proving to be effective now, in one of the areas most 
affected by the illegal ivory trade and alongside the people who live there,” Raymond B. King, president and CEO of Zoo 
Atlanta, said. “At the same time as the zoo is in the process of making a significant investment in a new and expanded 
savanna habitat for elephants through the Grand New View project, it is vital that we similarly invest in the future of their 
counterparts in the wild. While there is much that we can do here at Zoo Atlanta to help maintain species, educate and 
create connections, share research and support, and offset the threats now facing wild environments, a vital role we also 
play is to partner and support other organizations making a difference in the places where our help is needed the most.”

Zoo Atlanta has always placed conservation at the forefront of its mission, with a long history of conservation program 
support and scientific research focused on enhancing a global body of knowledge on animal behavior. The partnership 
with Conservation South Luangwa is a commitment which strongly aligns with Zoo Atlanta’s new Conservation Strategic 
Action Plan, finalized in 2017 to continue to guide and enhance the Zoo’s conservation efforts both locally and globally.

The plan focuses on five primary goals through which Zoo Atlanta will make a demonstrable, meaningful impact to 
conservation by committing resources, both financial and professional; leading and supporting conservation initiatives 
based on science; educating and empowering people to take conservation action; amplifying the zoo’s conservation 
impact through collaboration; and developing, enhancing, and expanding Zoo Atlanta’s sustainability programs and 
practices. ...

PF GIVES CHINESE COMPANY TO RUN TAZARA FOR NEXT 20 YEARS
Zambian Watchdog

The Zambian Government has decided to concession the Tanzania Zambia Railways (TAZARA) to a Chinese Company 
called China Railways. Tazara is owned by the governments of Zambia and Tanzania. While Zambia will concession 
the Tazara infrastructure on its side, Tanzania has asked the same company to construct a new railway line in Tanzania 
instead of getting an already existing railway line. ...

Kafue Bulk Water project nearing completion – 
LWSC
News diggers

Lusaka Water and Sewerage Company (LWSC) 
public relations manager Patson Phiri says the Kafue 
Bulk water supply project has reached 90 per cent 
completion and is expected to be commissioned 
early next year.  And Phiri says Lusaka will by next 
year have two systems supplying water, pumping 
around 260 million litres, in order to meet the city’s 
demand.

G:  It will be interesting to see the effect downstream 
with less water for the power stations.  I wonder if we 
will be told.  



THE LUAPULA BRIDGE AND 
KASOMENO - MWENDA TOLL ROAD AT 
CHALWE , MWENSE DISTRICT
Hon. Nickson Chilangwa, MP

This is an artist’s impression of what will be 
the Kasomeno - Mwenda toll road.  
The development of the Kasomeno-
Mwenda 182-km Toll Road Project 
to connect Katanga Province of the 
Democratic Republic of Congo to Luapula 
Province of the Republic of Zambia under 
the Public Private Partnership

This will be a Public Private Partnership to 
Build, Operate and Transfer (BOT) 86Km of 
road from Chalwe to Mwenda.

The project scope includes:

1. modernisation and expansion of 182 Km 
of road way;
2.construction of two (2) one-stop border 
posts with parking and warehouse facilities;
3. construction of a 345 metres cable-
stayed bridge; construction of four (4) toll 
collection stations;
4. and construction of an airstrip.

G:  I have tried to draw a map because I 
don’t know this area.  I think you can see 
where the road and bridge will be placed.  
I am not sure why this is a priority for 
development.  I am just assuming that it is 
to ease the movement of copper from the 
Katanga area of DRC.  

UNESCO willing to conserve Lower Zambezi Park
Daily Mail

For more than three decades the Lower Zambezi National Park has been undergoing steady depletion aggravated by 
non-enforcement of the park management plan and out-of-control poaching.  
Park operators, stakeholders and concerned conservationists have been lobbying to contain the situation as evidenced by 
the following:-
•    An abortive attempt by the Minister of Tourism to address the situation as early as 1996.  A copy of the address and 
press release which is self-explanatory, is attached
•    The dismantling of National Parks Wildlife Service and its replacement by the Zambia Wildlife Authority (now 
Department of National Parks and Wildlife).
•    The dismantling of ZAWA followed by the ministry itself becoming the wildlife authority.
•    A High Court injunction ordering ZAWA to conform with specific important aspects of the park management plan.
Unfortunately, whilst these attempts were made to regularise and improve resource management, no thought was given 
to rehabilitation of depleted resources or reversal of irregular developments and activities.
This only perpetuated the problem, causing strangulation of the tourism industry’s ability to attain its full potential on the 
international tourist market.
The only way to ensure sustainable use in tandem with economic viability is to manage the resource in strict accordance 
with the scientific, technical and practical logic tailored specifically to meet the special contingencies of the resource as 
contained in the management plan. …
Even if there was an attempt for rehabilitation of an even worsened situation, and is successful, the resource would 
become internationally recognised as a ‘manufactured environment’.
It would never again be accepted as a prime resource or deserving of World Heritage status.
UNESCO has actually requested Zambia to formally apply for this accolade and assuming the Lower Zambezi National 
Park still qualifies after so many years of abuse, it would enter partnership with the government to ensure its maintenance 



in prime condition for the benefit of mankind indefinitely into the future.
UNESCO would finance and undertake implementation of standard protocols normally applied which would include 
scientific, technical and practical analysis which would form the basis for the Park Management Plan. …

G: I did not understand much of this article (it was quite a bit longer).  
Lower Zambezi should be a World Heritage Site.  Mana Pools, Zimbabwe, on the other side of the Zambezi River has 
been a World Heritage Site since 1984.
Zambia only has the one World Heritage Site, the Victoria Falls, which we share with Zimbabwe.

According to UNESCO, Zambia has applied for World Heritage Status for:
Kalambo Falls (2009)
Chirundu Fossil Forest (2009)
Dag Hammarskjoeld Memorial (Crash site) (1997)
Kalambo falls archaeological site (prehistoric settlement site) (1997)
Mwela Rock Paintings (2009)
The Barotse Cultural Landscape (2009)
Zambezi Source (2009)

Let’s compare with our neighbours

If we look at the above lists, I think we can see that Zambia has not been very proactive in its application for World 
Heritage Status.  The latest applications were in 2009.  There are many hoops to jump through with UNESCO before any 
site is approved and we should wonder why we have not been successful.  

Getting back to Lower Zambezi …  The park, with the neighbouring GMA, is one of Zambia’s success stories becoming 
the first carbon neutral park, meaning that it emits no carbon into the atmosphere without offsetting it in forests.  
Conservation Lower Zambezi has been working tirelessly since 1994 to protect the area from poachers and from fire.  It 
also helps communities affected by wildlife issues.  They have a progressive education programme reaching over 50 
schools.  
There are some issues in Chiawa Game Management Area which do need to be addressed.  Apart from photographic 
tourism, the GMA has villages, farms and hunting.  So definitely there are going to be some problems to address.  

None of the problems are insurmountable but it does require the authorities to be a bit more proactive.  I have to disagree 
with the article in the Daily Mail that the park is being depleted through lack of care.  Lower Zambezi is cared for and 
wildlife is increasing every year.  (Remember it used to be the private reserve for government to go on hunting trips and 
was only declared a park in 1983 and it was in 1989 that Chiawa Safaris came to the park to set up the first photographic 
tourism camp).  

Botswana:
Already approved:
Tsodilo
Okavango Delta

Applied for:
Central Kalahari Game Reserve (2010)
Chobe Linyanti System (2010)
Gcwihaba Caves (2010)
Makgadikgadi Pans Landscape (2010)
Mapungubwe Cultural Landscape (Trans-boundary Listing) 
(2010)
Toutswemogala Hill Iron Age Settlement (1999)
Tswapong Hills Cultural Landscape (2010)

Zimbabwe
Already approved: 
Mana Pools National Park, Sapi and Chewore Safari Areas
Great Zimbabwe National Monument
Khami Ruins National Monument
Mosi-oa-Tunya / Victoria Falls
Matobo Hills

Applied for:
Ziwa National Monument (1997)

Namibia
Already approved:
Twyfelfontein or /Ui-//aes
Namib Sand Sea

Applied for:
Benguela Current Marine Ecosystem Sites (2016)
Brandberg National Monument Area (2002)
Etosha Pan (2016)
Fishriver Canyon (2002)
Okavango Delta (2016)
Sān Living Cultural Landscape (2016)
Succulent Karoo Protected Areas (2016)
Welwitschia Plains (2002)



Dog Unit Success
CLZ

While out on operation in the Rufunsa District, the DNPW 
Lower Zambezi Dog Unit received intel from the Luangwa 
and Chongwe Investigations and Intelligence Officers. 
Following the intel, the handlers and dogs raided a house 
that led to the confiscation of five home made muzzle-
loading guns and the apprehension of two suspects. 
A great achievement by the unit and the DNPW IIU Officers, 
showcasing the results of strengthened communications 
and collaboration.

Four Pangolin Releases in One Week!
In July, four pangolins were rescued from poachers around 
Zambia and were brought to the Lower Zambezi to be 
released. The various pangolins were shown to different 
groups of children both in the community and on a school 
visit, helping CLZ raise awareness on the most trafficked 
animal in the world.
Thank you and congratulations to DNPW Officers for their 
hard work with rescuing these pangolins and to WCP for 
providing critical logistical support.

Vic Falls Development
ZBC

Vice President Retired General Dr Constantino Chiwenga 
has presided over the ground breaking ceremony of $1.2 
billion worth of investment projects in Victoria Falls which 
are set to transform the resort destination as a competitive 
international tourist’s destination and spur earnings as well 
as tourists traffic. 

The four-pronged investment to be implemented by Dubai 
headquartered firm, Feonirichi will see the construction of a 
grand prix circuit, a convention centre, a shopping mall and 
a state-of-the-art medical resort.

ZIMBABWE



Bhejane Trust

Sinamatella contact - on Saturday, 2 rangers based in Sinamatella on a 
patrol in the Inyantue area found tracks of a group of 6 poachers. After 
tracking them for about 4 hours, they encountered the group resting. They 
opened up but unfortunately the whole group escaped. However, all their 
kit and ivory was recovered - this included 13 elephant tusks weighing 
172kg in total ( it looks like three of these tusks were old and thus pick-
ups) therefore the group had shot 6 elephants on this trip. There was also 
a .375 rifle with ammunition, a Zambian cell phone, a Zambian ID docu-
ment, various personal kit, dried elephant and buffalo meat, and assorted 
medicines.
Of note is that these Zambians are crossing the lake and traversing all 
the way to Hwange to poach - the Sebungwe area is now of no interest to 
them as they have wiped out all the big ivory. As per normal we can expect 
no assistance or follow up from the Zambians!

SAFARI LOGISTICS SET SCHEDULED FLIGHTS IN 2019
Wild Zambezi

Safari Logistics have announced a set daily schedule in 
2019 for their internal flights linking Zambezi Valley and 
Hwange tourism destinations with Victoria Falls and Harare 
(see map).  This will be a great help to tourism planners.  
Currently Safari Logistics’ seat-rate flights can only be 
confirmed 24 hours before departure, depending on how 
many passengers are booked on the flight. 

Jing Travel (China)
There’s a whole host of developing nations hitching their wagons to China in the hopes of development opportunities, 
tourism included. Zimbabwe is one of many with big hopes tied to their relationship with China. At the center of this effort 
is the Chinese company International Holdings Group, who has signed an MoU with Zimbabwe’s government for a $1.2 
billion media deal and made promises to build a $7 billion “tourism city” in Zimbabwe in collaboration with 17 Chinese 
billionaires. …

New Hotel for Chobe Riverside
Tourism Update

Botswana Tourism Organisation (BTO) is planning to build a hotel in the Chobe Park Old Game Scout Camp, revealed 
Tshekedi Khama, minister, environment, natural resources conservation and tourism.

According to Khama, the hotel will have a conference centre among other facilities. The minister did not, however, pro-
vide details on the timelines for when the construction is expected to kick-off. Chobe National Park covers approximately 
11,700 km2, encompassing floodplains, swamps and woodland. The Chobe River forms its northern boundary in the 
north-eastern corner of Botswana. ...

BOTSWANA



NAMIBIA
Shipwreck Lodge

What an incredible rare sighting at the Hoanib mouth, near Mowe Bay. Two beautiful young lioness on the hunt for some 
cormorants.

Germany’s Cronimet Mining Power Solution has begun construction of a 150 kWp photovoltaic plant in Chobe.
Namibian Economist

According to a report on Renewable Energy magazine this week, when completed the plant will, in combination with an 
efficient energy storage system, supply Chobe Water Villas 
with clean energy at a competitive price. Completion is 
anticipated for August of this year.

The property, which is owned and operated by O&L Leisure, 
a subsidiary of the Olthaver & List Group, is currently off-
grid and relies on gensets to meet the energy needs.

The photovoltaic plant will be combined with an efficient and 
fully automated energy storage system that is controlled 
by Cronimet’s technical department in Germany. It will 
allow the lodge in the Kasika Conservancy in the Namibian 
Zambezi region to cover their full daytime electricity demand 
and to further reduce the reliance on gensets at night.

The plant adds to CRONIMET’s portfolio within the African 
hospitality sector. After having realized plants at Mokuti 
Etosha Lodge and Midgard Country Estate, CRONIMET developed another commercially feasible and environmentally 
friendly energy solution for a remote lodge. …

G:  What always surprises me is the speed with which these solar plants can be constructed.  
In Zambia we have been busy damming our rivers, putting in hydropower stations, which take a long time to construct, 
and connecting them to the national grid.  We have many more hydropower projects in the pipeline, including the massive 
Batoka Gorge - to take 7 years to build at a cost of US$4billion.  The power plant at Ngonye Falls is on the agenda, as is 
the one on the Luangwa River.  

Increasingly with the march of climate change and more demand on water, these hydropower plants will become less 
effective for power production.  Note my comment on the new Kafue-Lusaka water connection to take water from the 
Kafue River so that Lusaka folk can have water.  

Surely this is the time for our authorities to do a study on the best way forward for Zambia’s power production.  Because, 
the way I see it, we can give outlying villages, which are not connected to the national grid, quick access to power by the 
installation of stand-alone solar plants.  They are quick to construct and can empower our rural populations.  

Map from Hunting Namibia Kasika



Twenty Four Lions
Zambeze Delta

The journey has begun! Yesterday we successfully released 5 of our 24 
lions into the Zambeze Delta of Mozambique in the largest move of lions 
across an international boundary in history. Many thanks to our partners 
Ivan Carter and Zambeze Delta Conservation and Anti-Poaching for their 
hard work and support on this incredible effort.

MOZAMBIQUE

Bees invade Katima Mulilo
NBC

The Senior Forestry Technician at Katima Mulilo Joseph Simataa says it is the first time in many years that the town is 
experiencing an invasion of bees in such big numbers.
The Department receives up to 10 cases per day about bees nesting in houses and trees.



EXCHANGE RATES
US$1 K10.15

P10.64
Nam$14.20

WEATHER
Min Temp Max Temp

18°C (64)  32°C (90)

Have a good two weeks 

Gill

A SMILE

CGTN
Lions turn photographer’s camera into chew toy

At last the temperatures are manageable ...


